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Abstract
Modern society relies heavily on communication networks that in turn rely on both
wired and wireless infrastructure. This work pertains to scenarios where a group of
people or robots need to communicate in an environment where there is no preexisting
communications infrastructure. These include sites of emergencies and disasters (e.g.,
inside burning buildings, search and rescue operations) and unexplored areas on Earth
and other planets. Wireless ad hoc or mesh networks offer the ability to keep such
entities connected, but they falter when any single entity wishes to leave the developed
coverage area. Utilizing mobile repeater nodes can help, but is costly and complicated.
By eliminating the need for repeater nodes to traverse the environment, their size and
cost can be vastly reduced. This work explores the use of static “breadcrumb” repeater
nodes to increase the reach of such a network.
Determining when and where to place a static repeater node can be difficult
in an environment where radio propagation characteristics are unknown. In this
work, several algorithms for node placement are compared under the constraint that
placement of a static repeater node should not dictate the entity’s movement. The
algorithms investigated range from calculating rolling averages to modeling channel
parameters on-the-fly. The placement algorithms were configured to run in real-time
on TP-Link MR-3040 portable WiFi routers and the approach is demonstrated in an
outdoor uncharacterized environment.
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Communications are very important to society as a whole. Nearly every person in
the developed world has, at their fingertips, multiple ways to communicate with
nearly any other person. Without the ability to communicate, society is greatly
hindered. While the use of some communications mediums (i.e., social media) may
not seem highly critical to the function of society on a day-to-day basis, there are
many cases in modern society where a lack of communications for a few hours, or
even a few minutes, can place individuals and groups of people in grave harm. One
prime example is the use of wireless communications by emergency responders. If a
group of firefighters are inside a burning building and can’t communicate with any
of their team members outside the building, their lives are placed in jeopardy. For
example, at the World Trade Center on 9/11, it is estimated that “roughly a third
to a half of the radio messages transmitted during these radio traffic surge conditions
were not complete messages nor understandable” [1]. Additionally, in the aftermath
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of Hurricane Katrina, “after the levees were breached, a total loss of EMS and fire
communications ensued... Some mutual-aid channels required each speaker to wait
his or her turn before speaking, sometimes up to twenty minutes” [2].
In addition to terrestrial applications of reliable communication systems, other
applications of reliable communications are beneficial. For instance, robots exploring
other planets can benefit from maintaining communications with each other, instead
of each robot having to independently communicate back to Earth. The use of such
swarm robots for exploration is currently of great interest, and a critical aspect of
implementing a successful swarm is robust communications between the constituent
elements in the network. For space borne systems, the wireless channel satisfies free
space conditions and thus link availability (assuming sufficient transmission power)
is unlikely to be a concern. However, swarms operating on the surface of a planet,
moon or asteroid will experience communication environments subject to shadow-
ing, multipath, etc. all of which impair wireless link reliability in a non-predictable
manner.
Much work has been done in the field of evolving communications in unknown envi-
ronments. Some research has focused on mobile wireless devices which can place them-
selves where they see fit in the environment. These have included both land [3] [4] [5]
and air [6] vehicles using both GPS positioning and signal strength to determine loca-
tion. The concept of installing wireless devices in buildings for use during emergencies
has also been proposed, as has using a rough rule-of-thumb technique to determine
where to place wireless devices [7] (for instance, every 20 feet). The ad hoc formation
of a network [8] has been figured out, as has routing the data among nodes [9] [10] [11].
Thus far, there is not an effective system to determine when to place repeater nodes,
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with all systems relying on mobile repeater nodes and/or complicated methods to
maintain optimal node placement.
1.2 Problem Statement
The motivating scenario for this work is one where multiple entities are moving into
an unknown environment and must remain in contact with each other. These entities
can be autonomous robots, vehicles, or individual people. Wireless mesh networks
can perform well in these scenarios, but do not allow for any one entity to leave the
coverage area of the mesh. To address this problem, we consider the concept that each
entity can carry one or more mesh networking nodes, referred herein as “breadcrumb”
or relay nodes, that are deployed as the entity moves through the environment but
remain fixed in position once deployed. One key constraint is that the entity should
not need to alter its mission to maintain communications. At no time should an entity
need to backtrack because a relay node should have been placed earlier. The relay
nodes are deployed and form a network without the user requiring direct intervention.
The resulting network is one that evolves as the environment is traversed and more
relay nodes are deployed.
One application for such a network would be at the scene of an emergency inci-
dent. In an emergency, responders establish an “incident command center” where the
movements and actions of the responders is coordinated and effective. From there, re-
sponders are directed on what actions they should take to mitigate the emergency. In
the example show in Figure 1.1, responders are carrying relay nodes that self-deploy
as needed in the environment. These relay nodes create a mesh network used to
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extend and enhance communications between responders and the incident command
center.
Figure 1.1: Using static relay nodes in an emergency ad hoc deployment.
1.3 Contributions
The work presented herein has novelty relative to prior work in that (1) the de-
ployment of low-cost static repeater nodes is considered and (2) the placement of
the nodes is decoupled from the exploration of an unknown environment. The work
leverages the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) measurement on each node. As
the distance between two entities increases, the RSSI will nominally decrease. How-
ever, as a mobile entity moves through the environment with significant clutter and
multipath, RSSI values measured by its carried breadcrumbs will vary significantly.
This decreasing RSSI value combined with the variable effect creates a trend that is
not deterministic. As such, the relay nodes will need to collect and evaluate these
values to attempt to predict when the link’s signal strength will fall below the receiver
threshold. The prediction is based on a channel model that is adapting in real-time.
To conserve resources (i.e., to place the minimum number of nodes), the relay node
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would ideally then request to be placed at the last point in time that the received
signal is above this threshold (i.e., the “last best” location). A unique constraint
considered in this work is that the end user of the communications system, whether
it be a robot or an emergency responder, does not change or alter their exploration
to support communications. For example, having a robot retrace its exploration path
to reestablish communications is unacceptable, as is having an emergency responder
halt their task at hand to find better radio reception.
The contributions of the work presented herein are fourfold. Firstly, new methods
to determine the “best last” location to place a relay node in order to maintain
a communication link in an unknown environment are developed. Secondly, these
methods are evaluated against existing methods using both simulated and measured
RSSI data. Thirdly, actual hardware is tested live with the developed algorithms in
unknown environments. XBee radios, operating at 2.4 GHz device, are used to create
a wireless link. The two radios are moved away from each other, and the algorithm
running on a laptop connected to the XBee tells the user when it’s time to place a
node. Finally, the algorithm was modified to run on a battery-powered WiFi router.
The device was configured with non-standard firmware, and a shell script was written
to run the algorithm in the Linux environment. One router stayed in a fixed location,
and another was moved away from it. When the algorithm determined it was time to
place the device, an LED lit up. From there, additional routers were turned on and
the process continued further into the uncharacterized environment. The resulting
string of routers formed a single network which users could connect to and pass data
along to a base station.
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1.4 Outline
This work is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses existing work related to ad
hoc networks and relay nodes. In Chapter 3, the channel model to be leveraged
in this work is justified and four different methods for determining the “last best”
position for the repeater node’s placement are discussed. The performance of these
methods on simulated data, as well as their performance on data collected in an out-
door environment, is evaluated with respect to maximizing repeater separation while
maintaining connectivity. Chapter 4 shows how these strategies can be implemented
on real hardware, and the finalized system is shown to function successfully in an
uncharacterized environment. Finally, the work is concluded and future efforts are





In this chapter, the concepts of ad-hoc networks and relay nodes are discussed. Mo-
bile, movable, and static relay nodes are examined, as are their methods of deploy-
ment.
2.2 Ad Hoc Networks
Ad hoc networks are those that are formed among a group of wireless devices that do
not leverage existing infrastructure and instead form an adaptive network [8]. They
are unique in that their network topology is adaptive and they are useful for environ-
ments where no previous networking hardware has been installed. Common examples
of use-cases for ad hoc networks is outdoors, in developing regions, for emergency op-
erations, and for military applications [12]. In fact, most modern smartphones now
support WiFi Direct, an ad hoc protocol [13]. This technology enables a device to
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act as a WiFi access point (AP), and lets other WiFi devices connect directly to it
without the use of a WiFi router.
One potential application for WiFi Direct would be for a group of hikers. Using
this technology, they can connect their phones together with WiFi on the top of a
mountain and wirelessly share files, despite there being no WiFi router within miles of
their location. In this situation, each person has their own communication device that
is directly talking to the phone acting as an access point. Figure 2.1 shows mulitple
users’ devices forming a star network with the ‘blue’ user serving as the ’hub’ or AP.
Two phones that are sharing data with each other have to wirelessly reach the AP
phone but do not need to reach each other, as the access point is relaying the data.
Users not able to reach the hub cannot communicate with another other user, shown
in the figure with an ‘X’. With a standard WiFi Direct setup, if any single user is too
far from the access point, even if they are within range of another user who in turn
is in range of the access point, they cannot connect to the network.
Figure 2.1: Typical WiFi Direct network configuration.
To enable additional routing of data through other entities in a network, meth-
ods of data handling not commonly used in Ethernet or WiFi networks have to be
employed. Recent work evaluated several data packet routing techniques for mesh
networks [5]. A multitude of simulations were run to see which techniques worked
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best for various scenarios of nodes moving together as a group, nodes separating from
each other, and nodes forming clusters or moving in different directions. Figure 2.2
shows users moving and rearranging themselves, and two techniques for routers (relay
nodes) to be located to provide service. One technique, shown in the left image of
the figure, is to try to optimize where they are located given the location of clients.
The other technique, shown in the right image of the figure, is to place routers in
even spacing across an area. The former requires every router be able to traverse the
environment, while the later requires many routers.
Figure 2.2: Groups of mobile routers (left) vs even placement of routers (right) [5].
When compared to massive deployments of routers, Figure 2.2 clearly shows that
far fewer routers are required to maintain the same level of service if the routers can
move with the entities they are providing the wireless service to. Ideally, every relay
node could be mobile and position themselves to provide ideal wireless coverage to




Relay nodes can be either mobile or static. Static relay nodes are individually sim-
pler and less costly, as they do not have the ability to move through an environment.
Mobile relay nodes, on the other hand, are quite complicated due to their need to
traverse environments but enjoy the flexibility of optimal positioning for completing
the task at hand. Such mobile nodes would work well where the physical environ-
ment was known ahead of time such that the physical robot could be engineered to
be cost-effective at traversing that specific environment. When the environment is
completely unknown, mobile relay nodes unfortunately become cost-prohibitive and
even completely ineffective. For example, some environments may be so untraversable
that it requires flying mobile nodes, and small-scale flying UAVs currently do not have
flight times exceeding 1-2 hours [14].
Static relay nodes can be highly effective, given they are deployed in proper loca-
tions. A NATO report discussed the benefits of utilizing static relay nodes to extend
coverage into an environment over the use of a single, powerful base station [7]. “A
base station is typically larger and heavier than handsets or mobile computers. To
cover larger crisis areas, the transmission power has to be sufficient and therefore an
adequate power supply is needed. The [ad-hoc] approach allows communication as
soon as the emergency responders arrive at the crisis area (and stay within transmis-
sion range of their communication devices). Typically, a larger number of commu-
nication devices improve the ability to communicate with each other and with the
incident command centre” [7].
Figure 2.3 shows the difference between using a single, powerful base station to
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provide coverage to the an entire area, and having every node act as a relay node.
The left image shows an example of a typical cell-phone-tower sized base station being
setup at an emergency and directly used by all responders on scene, while the image
on the right shows how if each node can act as a relay node, no large base station is
needed to accomplish the same level of coverage. By not relying on a base station,
the use of relay nodes can increase the speed and effectiveness of the deployment
of on-scene emergency communications. The report proposed multiple methods of
deploying static relay nodes, including pre-placing the nodes, placing nodes based on
prior assumptions, and dedicating autonomous robots to place nodes.
Figure 2.3: Use of single base station vs. relay nodes in an emergency ad hoc deployment [7].
Researchers in Switzerland have developed a system of unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) that carried wireless relay nodes. These drones were used to provide a data
connection between two devices that were unable to communicate directly with each
other due to environmental fading effects. Figure 2.4 shows how their system worked.
Multiple UAVs each carried a wireless transceiver node which connected to other
nodes via 802.11s, a mesh networking standard. Each of these nodes also hosted their
own standard WiFi access point via 802.11g. The wireless nodes ran custom software
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and would output flight directions to the UAVs’ flight controllers via a serial port.
Figure 2.4: UAVNet using multiple UAVs to provide a data link between distant devices [6].
(1) wireless nodes connected to UAV flight controller, (2) end users, (3) devices used to
configure network, and (4) end-to-end data connectivity
The method for deploying these UAVs was quite unique and is shown in Figure 2.5.
The first UAV would fly from the first device to the second device, and then return
close to the first device. It would know where to fly either by knowing the GPS
coordinates of both devices, or by knowing the rough direction and continuing to
fly until it received signal from the second device. Upon returning to the vicinity of
the first device, it would station itself between the two devices such that the RSSI
between the first device and the UAV would be optimal. At that time, the second
and subsequent UAVs would be released. They would fly to the location of the first
UAV, then continuing flying towards the second device until the RSSI between the
current UAV and the last-placed UAV was optimal. Eventually, a UAV would have a
good RSSI between itself, the last-placed UAV, and the second device. At that time,
the link would be complete. UAVs would maintain their positions either with GPS
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coordinates, or RSSI link measurements. Their research showed both significant gains
in data throughput and the ability to pass data through environments that were not
feasible without the UAV relays.
Figure 2.5: UAVNet process for deploying UAV relay nodes [6].
The use of mobile relay nodes was studied and demonstrate in [3]. This work
showed that a single entity could move into the environment and as the communi-
cation link weakened, additional entities could be released to relay messages. The
hardware implementation resulted in a train of entities moving into the environment.
As the leading entity moved in a linear path, new entities were released into the
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environment, trailing behind the original. The downside of these noted methods is
that every node must also be able to traverse the environment. For a single entity
to explore further into the environment, other entities must be dedicated to the sole
task of keeping a link from the front-most entity to the rest of the group. Figure 2.6
shows the algorithm for determining when to send an additional node into the envi-
ronment. The numbers shown between each node indicate the range of RSSI values
being measured for each link. When the pathloss between the leading node and the
base station becomes too high, the base station commands an additional node to
enter the environment. This additional node acts as a relay and keeps the pathloss
between all connections at a reasonable level.
Figure 2.6: Flowchart for nodes being released [3].
Additionally, if the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) between two nodes
was better than it needed to be, the nodes would spread themselves out more to
maintain the optimal link spacing. Figure 2.7 shows the pseudocode for how this was
done. In this code, the control variable is basically a servo command to control a
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servo motor for propulsion, and so Control=90 means stop, Control=180 indicates
full speed forward, and Control=0 indicates full speed in reverse. When the front
neighbor, ie the neighboring node immediately forward of the current node, has an
RSSI that is better than required, the current node does not move. If that is not the
case, and the RSSI to the rear node is worse than desired, the node moves in reverse.
Finally, if the rear neighbor is too close, the node moves forward and away from it.
Simply put, every node is trying to stay as close to the front as possible while not
letting its rear neighbor fall out of range.
Figure 2.7: Pseudocode for nodes being released [3].
This research also created solutions for links that where no longer intact. If any
node in the chain ceased to function, there is a high probability that the front node
would no longer be able to reach the base station due to the missing repeater. In
this scenario, the base station would broadcast a “lost” signal from the foremost node
it could reach. The entire chain of lost nodes would then back up towards the base
station until a connection was reestablished. This process can be seen in Figure 2.8,
where a node is removed from the link, the base station initiates a “lost” broadcast,
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and the leading nodes traverse backwards until the connection is reestablished. This
has the benefit of system reliability, but requires the entire chain of nodes be able to
traverse the terrain. Additionally, the nodes must know the previous path they had
taken and be able to traverse said path in both directions.
Figure 2.8: Flowchart for finding nodes after they are lost [3].
Other prior work simulated how mesh networks could autonomously expand to
explore as large of an area as possible while maintaining a minimum level of con-
nectivity [4]. Figure 2.9 shows a multitude of nodes traversing the environment and
exploring while always maintaining a minimum level of connectivity. The figure shows
two separate timesteps in the simulation, where the right image occurring after the
left image. The nodes in the figure are attempting to cover the entire environment
(shown in the figure as a square) without dropping below a lower connectivity thresh-
old. The downside of this method, as with those previously discussed, is that every
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node must be able to traverse the environment. For a single exploration robot to
explore further into the environment, other exploration robots (or communications
nodes large enough to traverse the environment on their own) must be dedicated to
the sole task of keeping a link from the front-most exploration robot to the rest of
the group.
Figure 2.9: Nodes expanding to cover as much of an environment as possible while main-
taining a minimum level of connectivity [4].
2.3.1 Static Relay Nodes
Dedicating robots to place static relay nodes has considerable merits for applications
where the entities arrive at an environment with minimal wireless coverage, but don’t
need their coverage to continually be on the move. If robots exist that can navigate
the environment that are both low-cost and autonomous, a powerful system could be
developed to provide wireless data coverage to a given area with a simple command.
The big concern is finding reasonably-priced robots that are both effective in their
task of placing relay nodes and able to traverse the environment. Ignoring cost, the
algorithms required for robots to autonomously navigate an unknown environment
while placing relay nodes in ideal locations over a large area would be difficult to
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develop due to the high variability of environments, and how difficult they can be to
traverse. The area may not need full, even coverage to complete the task at hand,
resulting in a waste of resources providing coverage in areas not occupied by any
entities.
Placing static relay nodes based on prior assumptions, or rough rule-of-thumb
models, can work for simple, non-varying environments. For example, in a large, flat,
non-changing open area, knowing a rough distance to space relay nodes would work
fairly well. But in an emergency, or when exploring unknown, varying environments,
rough rule-of-thumb placement would not be a reliable method of locating static relay
nodes.
Pre-deploying static relay nodes throughout buildings in ideal locations should an
emergency event occur is a new take on an old solution: smoke detectors and sprin-
kler heads are pre-deployed devices that are only used in the event of an emergency.
Figure 2.10 shows how pre-deployed relay nodes could be used to provide communica-
tion to mobile nodes (i.e., emergency responders) inside a building. The locations for
these nodes would be determined based on measured RSSI values immediately before
installation. Unfortunately, relay nodes are far more prone to obsolescence over the
50+ year life span of a building than devices like sprinkler heads. In addition to the
risk of the incident actually destroying these nodes, nodes placed today likely would
not provide the same technological benefits responders five years from now would be
accustomed to using. For instance, the technologies used by emergency responders to
be called to the scene of an emergency have changed drastically over the last decade,
going from simple FM radios to digital pagers, and now to the use of smartphones.
Even 2G cell service, a consumer communications standard, only lasted 15 years [15].
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Additionally, if the environment changes between the time of installation and the time
of the emergency (whether it be due to renovations over the years, or the emergency
itself is that the building has partially collapsed, etc.), the pre-deployed relays could
be in locations that cause them to no longer function.
Figure 2.10: Use of relay nodes indoors for ad hoc deployment [7].
2.4 Conclusion
As shown in this chapter, much work has been done with respect to relay nodes
and how they can best be placed/move into position. The research presented herein
expands on the idea of utilizing low-cost static relay nodes for this task. Table 2.1
shows some of the advantages and disadvantages of the methods discussed in this
chapter.
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Table 2.1: Comparison between relay node placement ideologies
Method Advantage Disadvantage Source
User is relay node No extra hardware needed Users are needed to maintainconnectivity, a menial task [7] [13]
Mobile relay nodes Can maintain ideal positioning Costly, complicated nodes [3] [4] [6]
Movable nodes Can be moved to maintainideal positioning Costly, complicated robots [7]





This research Low-cost, effective Can’t modify locationonce placed
Overall, as the NATO document succinctly stated, “what is needed is a heuristic,
fast, feasible approach for the relay placement, which does not need long preparation
times, preceding simulations, or interference with the typical operational procedures
of the emergency responders” [7]. This research makes strides towards developing a
system to meet those requirements. By modeling the channel on-the-fly and placing
static relay nodes as needed, the author believes communications can be maintained
while traversing an unknown environment without over-using resources or interrupt-






The primary goal of this research is to develop strategies (i.e., algorithms) that de-
termine the placement wireless relay nodes while an entity is moving through an
unknown environment. The constraints imposed on this research are that the relay
nodes (1) do not have the ability to traverse the environment on their own (i.e., are
static once placed) and (2) do not dictate the movement of the mobile entity carrying
the node (i.e., they can only inform the mobile entity to deploy the node). This
chapter presents candidate strategies for determining the “best last” placement of




Certain assumptions were made for this research with respect to the environment
and the operating parameters. It was assumed that a data connection must be main-
tained at all times, and that buffering data for a period of time and then sending it to
another entity at a later point in time was unacceptable. Additionally, data through-
put requirements and transmitter/receiver configuration are held fixed during all test
methods. Slowing data throughput, increasing transmit power, and focusing anten-
nae are all valid methods of increasing the distance that two entities can communicate
over, but they are not well-known optimizations that can enhance the resulting place-
ment algorithm.
3.3 Channel Modeling
As this research revolves around predicting when to place a node based on RSSI (Re-
ceived Signal Strength Indicator) values, it is important to have some understanding
of the environment. While the specifics of the environment are unknown by definition
of this research, there are methods for modeling nondeterministic channels. By fitting
the environment to a model, statistics of the channel can be used to predict future
values, including for some margin for error. For purposes of this research, the sim-
plest and most well-known of channel models was chosen, the log distance shadowing
model [16].
PL(d) = PL(do) + 10 ∗ n ∗ log10(d/do) +N(0, σ) (3.1)
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In this model, the pathloss (PL(d)), in dB, at some distance d depends on the
loss at a reference distance (PL(do)), which we will assume in to be do = 1 m. The
path loss coefficient is given by n which determines the nominal path loss change as a
function of normalized distance (i.e., d/do). Finally, to account for variability in the
environment, a normally distributed, N(0, σ) in dB, shadowing factor is added.
The justification for the use of this model is twofold. First, the breadcrumb
deployment strategies were developed based on the constraint that there is no a
priori knowledge of the environment being explored. The log distance shadowing
model fits the need of being sufficiently generic for this purpose. Second, this model
is dependent on only two parameters, namely, the path loss coefficient, n, and the
shadowing coefficient, σ. Both of these parameters can be calculated with very little
data (e.g., a reasonable approximation for σ can be found using the most recent 100
RSSI data points). As such, this model can be updated readily in situ and in real-time
as the mobile entity explores the environment. As the shadowing (which encompasses
multipath fading) is being modeled as a Gaussian distribution, probabilities associated
with fading events can be hard coded in the embedded hardware as a look up table. In
short, the calculations of both n and σ are not intensive and thus can be determined
in real-time by computationally-light embedded systems such as WiFi routers and
even the Arduino development platform.
3.4 Measuring an Environment
Simplicity aside, the Gaussian shadowing assumption is meaningless if the data does
not justify this choice. One metric for determining the quality of a signal strength is to
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use RSSI. The actual units of RSSI can vary depending on the specific hardware, but
for this research, RSSI refers directly to the measured power of the received signal.
The receiver hardware then measures the power in the received signal and reports
it in terms of -dBm. For instance, if the device reported an RSSI of -30 dBm, the
receiver measured the signal’s power to be one microwatt.
To illustrate the variability caused by an environment, RSSI data was collected
using 2.4 GHz XBee devices. These commercially-available devices are low-cost and
are simple to configure in a point-to-point connection. Dummy data was sent by one
transceiver, received by another, and the RSSI of the data was read out on a connected
computer (see Section 4.2 for more details on the configuration of this measurement
setup). The resulting data was then used for testing, in addition to the simulated
RSSI data. Figure 3.1 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) for the
shadowing seen in the collected field data and illustrates that a N(0, 3) shadowing
model is more appropriate than, say, a Rayleigh fading model.
Figure 3.1: CDF of the shadowing noted for the collected field data.
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3.5 Node Placement Strategies
For this research, four different strategies for determining the “last best” location
to place a repeater node were developed. The constraints were that each method
should be computationally light and require a non-extensive set of data to determine
the placement location. Using simulation to evaluate these strategies, the placement
position performance of the various methods are compared in this section to ascertain
the method(s) with greatest promise. The methods are also implemented on actual
collected field data at the chapter’s end.
All four strategies require the user to establish thresholds. As a point of illus-
tration, we consider XBee devices for determining the thresholds. The XBee devices
have a minimum receiver sensitivity (RXmin) of -92 dBm, but that assumes a 1%
packet error rate [17]. With a desire to have a lower packet error rate, a RF receiver
limit of minimum received power was set to be 7 dB higher (i.e., -85 dBm). From
there, an average desired operating RSSI of -80 dBm was established, and this was
termed the “safe” threshold. The algorithms being tested were given a target RSSI
value of -75 dBm, and this was termed the “trigger” threshold. An ideal placement of
a node would put the RSSI between the “trigger” threshold and the “safe” threshold.
These thresholds can be seen on real, field data in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Thresholds shown on real data.
All placement methods are described in detail below, and following that are results
of their implementation on both simulated and field data. All methods were tested
on simulated RSSI data generated using the log distance shadowing model with a
pathloss coefficient n of 1.5 and a shadowing factor σ of 3. These values closely
resemble those found in the field data (as shown in Figure 3.1).
3.5.1 Method 1: Basic Trigger
The baseline method is one found in prior work and is also the least computationally
complex [3]. The first time the RSSI is below a trigger threshold (trigThresh), a
relay node is placed, as shown in Figure 3.3. Note this method is only dependent on
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a single RSSI data point and a predefined threshold. While computationally light, it
is expected that this approach would be very conservative and susceptible to “noisy”
data.
Figure 3.3: Method 1 flowchart.
An example test run with this method can be seen in Figure 3.4. The figure makes
it clear that any momentary, spurious fade prematurely places a node far ahead of
the last best point (labeled as “LB” in the figure).
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Figure 3.4: Method 1 operating on simulated data compared to last best (LB).
3.5.2 Method 2: Linear Estimation & Averaging
Creating a weighted rolling average (rfAvg) of the RSSI values, using the factor
D, can suppress some of the small-scale effects (i.e., multipath) in the measurements,
leaving mostly the large-scale effects. At every time step, k, a line of best fit is created
using the previous q averaged values to estimate when (place time estimate, or ptEst)
the current shadowing will result in the RSSI value dropping below a given trigger
threshold (trigThresh). A rolling average of those estimates is created (ptAvg), and
when the current time (currentT ime) is greater than the estimated time, a relay
node is placed. This model attempts to reduce the effects of “noisy” data by using
the averaged data to determine the pathloss coefficient and then estimate based on
current RSSI and estimated pathloss coefficient when the ideal time to place a node
is. If the estimated placement time is in the past (i.e., the correct placement time
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is now in the past), the method places a node. Figure 3.5 shows how this method
operates.
Figure 3.5: Method 2 flowchart.
This method is illustrated in Figure 3.6 which shows the RSSI data, the averaged
RSSI data, the linear estimate of the path loss coefficient at time 100, and the place
time estimate. These place time estimates are then averaged together as outlined in
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the above flowchart.
Figure 3.6: Illustration of Method 2 on simulated RSSI data.
The same simulated set of data used to demonstrate Method 1 was also used to
demonstrate Method 2, shown here in Figure 3.7. Method 2 places a node closer to
the last best location, but is again quite earlier in its placement.
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Figure 3.7: Method 2 operating on simulated data compared to last best (LB).
3.5.3 Method 3: Rolling Average Trigger
This method directly leverages the calculation of rfAvgk. When the average falls
below the trigger threshold, the node is placed. The idea behind this method is
that when the rolling average crosses the threshold, the large-scale effects have likely
crossed the threshold as well. This leaves the entire buffer between the trigger thresh-
old (trigThresh) and the RF receiver limit (RXmin) for small-scale fades.
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Figure 3.8: Method 3 flowchart.
Figure 3.9 shows Method 3 operating on a set of simulated RSSI data. The figure
shows that the node was placed closer to the last best location than the previous
methods. Additionally, this method is excellent in that it does not require positional
data from the node. The only data Method 3 needs to operate is RSSI values.
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Figure 3.9: Method 3 operating on simulated data compared to last best (LB).
3.5.4 Method 4: On-The-Fly Modeling
As noted, calculation of the parameters n and σ for the log distance shadowing
model, Eq. 3.1, are relatively simple. This simplicity was leveraged to ascertain the
likelihood that the next RSSI value will fall below the receiver threshold, RXmin (i.e.,
causing communications to be lost). If this likelihood exceeds 0.3%, then a node is
placed. That is, this objective is to ensure 99.7% link reliability (i.e., a 3σ guarantee).
Figure 3.10 shows the flowchart for this method. Note, that a very limited amount
of data is used for determining σ (in this case, only 100 samples). The benefits of
this are that (1) it can be guaranteed that any large scale effects will be minimal for
the time and/or distance changes will be small over the sampling period and (2) any
changes in the environment (i.e., σ) can be quickly adapted to.
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Figure 3.10: Method 4 flowchart.
Method 4 was tested on the same simulated data as the previous three methods,
as seen in Figure 3.11. On this simulated data, it placed the node closest to the last
best location.
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Figure 3.11: Method 4 operating on simulated data compared to last best (LB).
3.6 Simulation Results
This section covers the results of testing all the algorithms over multiple simulations of
environments. The methods are first compared with the thresholds used in Section 3.5
and then with reducing thresholds to ascertain robustness.
3.6.1 Fixed-threshold Testing
These four methods were extensively tested on simulated data generated with identi-
cal path loss coefficients and sigma values to those seen in the collected experimental
data; i.e., n = 1.5 and σ = 3. The code to generate this data can be found in Ap-
pendix A.1.1. One sample run of the simulation is shown in Figure 3.12. Throughout
the simulations, Method 4 consistently resulted in the latest placement of a node
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without exceeding the safe RSSI threshold. The code to run the simulations can be
found in Appendix A.1.2.
Figure 3.12: Performance of the four node placement methods on simulated RSSI data.
These methods were tested on 100 sets of simulated data, also with n = 1.5 and
σ = 3. Table 3.1 shows averages of how early each method placed a node when
compared to the true, last best location. Each number represents the average of
the number of time steps the method placed the node before the last best location,
defined here as the first point below -85 dBm. The total duration of the simulation
was 600 time steps. As can be seen from the table, Method 1 performed the worst
while Method 4 performed the best.
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Table 3.1: Average early placement for each method.





3.6.2 Moving-threshold Sensitivity Analysis
In addition to repeatedly testing each method with fixed parameters, each method was
tested with decreasing trigger thresholds. Simulated RSSI data (n=1.5, σ = 3) was
generated, and then each algorithm was run on the data with a given trigger threshold.
Then each algorithm was again run on the same data set, but with successively lower
thresholds. This enabled the study of the effects of various trigger threshold levels
for each of the algorithms. Figure 3.13 shows that adjusting the thresholds closer to
the theoretical receiver limit can improve placement, but also increase the likelihood
of placing a node too late. These tests were run on ten different environments, with
a last-best RSSI of -85 dBm. Methods 1 and 2 never missed the placement time, but
were far more conservative than Methods 3 and 4.
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Figure 3.13: Early placement vs trigger threshold (left) and percentage of late placements
(right).
3.7 Demonstration of Algorithms on Field
Data
Data was collected in an uncharacterized environment using XBees. This data was
then used in place of the simulated RSSI data to test the methods. All four algorithms
determined when to place the node, as seen in Figure 3.14. Method 3 placed the node
the latest. In this set of collected data, there was no last best location, as the RSSI
never dropped below the RF receiver limit.
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Figure 3.14: Performance of the four node placement methods on field collected RSSI data.
The path of data collection, and the location of Method 3 ’s node placement is
shown in Figure 3.15. As can be seen in the figure, Method 3 determined a node
should be placed just before the entity moved into the wooded area. Figure 3.14
shows that the node was placed below the trigger threshold but above the safe limit
threshold. Note that Method 3 not only performed better than all the other methods
on this real data, it also did not require the additional location data that Method 4
required.
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Figure 3.15: GPS path of experimental data collection. Arrow shows location of node place-
ment using Method 3.
Figure 3.16 shows the variability of shadowing (i.e., σ) as the entity moved through
the environment. Note how the change in σ does not necessarily match what would be
predicted in advance based on literature for open and treed environments. By char-
acterizing the actual channel conditions in real-time, the mobile entity will ascertain
(using, e.g., Method 4 proposed herein) when the wireless channel has changed and
will thus place repeater nodes more or less frequently should σ increase or decrease,
respectively.
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Figure 3.16: On-the-fly environment shadowing (σ) estimation.
3.8 Conclusion
This chapter showed that, while multiple methods of determining when to place
a repeater node exist, some consistently operate better than others. These methods
were tested on both simulated and real-world data. In the next chapter, Method 3 will
be implemented on real hardware such that the algorithm determining when to place
a repeater node is running live and in-situ. Method 3 was chosen for its computational
simplicity, its superior performance on field-collected data, and because it does not
additionally require location data. Combined, these benefits make Method 3 the





The final objective of this research was to develop nodes that determine their own
optimal placement. To realize this, multiple hardware platforms were obtained and
evaluated. Of the algorithms explored in Chapter 3, Method 3 was configured to run
on hardware and tested in the real world.
4.2 XBee devices
The XBee 2.4GHz radio module, produced by Digi International, is a commercially-
available, low-cost, ZigBee-compliant device that is commonly used by hobbyists and
is well documented online. For this research, it was initially used as a basic commu-
nication link to measure RSSI (see Chapter 3).
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4.2.1 XBee Configuration for RSSI Measurement
In order to collect data that represents the scenario of a robot exploring an unknown
environment, an XBee radio transceiver was connected to an Arduino powered by a
lithium battery. The Arduino would send a packet of data to the XBee via UART
which instructed the XBee to transmit brief messages in a broadcast fashion. These
messages could be heard by any other XBees in range that were configured to the
same frequency and network identifier. The code for this is located in A.1.4, and a
breakdown of the structure of the XBee data packets is shown in Figure 4.1. As can
be seen, the XBee requires an assortment of data, but the value of most concern is
the RSSI value that is returned from the receiving device (shown in the lower half of
the figure).
Figure 4.1: Data packet sent to XBee (top) and received from XBee (bottom).
When an XBee received a message, it concatenated the RSSI value of that message
onto the data packet that it sent to the device it was connected to. In this case, RSSI
data was concatenated to the packet sent over USB to a laptop computer. Python
code running on the PC (found in Appendix A.1.3) parsed the data packet, extracted
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the RSSI value, converted it to dBm, timestamped the data, and logged it to an
external file. This system is shown in Figure 4.2. Using a cell phone with a GPS
logging app, location data was collected alongside the RSSI data (Figure 4.3).
Figure 4.2: Test system diagram.
Figure 4.3: Test system setup.
Software was written in Python to go through the log files of both sources of
data and correlate the location data with the RSSI data. Initially, the first dozen
GPS longitude and latitude points were averaged to create a base reading of where
the initial transmitter was located. Then, the code would get one timestamp from
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the RSSI data, and check for that timestamp in the GPS data. If the code did not
find the associated timestamped data, the code would widen the search until the
code found the closest GPS timestamp to the RSSI timestamp. This widening of
the search was common, as the GPS would occasionally skip logging for a second or
two. The GPS longitude and latitude were subtracted from the initial location of
the transmitter, and then converted to meters. The timestamp of the RSSI data, the
RSSI data, and the distance in meters was logged to an external file, and the next
timestamp in the RSSI data was retrieved. The process continued until all of the
RSSI data had been correlated to GPS date. A flowchart showing this process can be
seen in Figure 4.4. This combined data set was then imported into the various node
placement algorithms. This code is located in Appendix A.1.5.
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Figure 4.4: GPS parsing algorithm flowchart.
The XBee sent a data packet to the PC via USB. This packet included the RSSI
value, but the RSSI value had to be parsed out of the packet. Figure 4.5 shows the
process for retrieving the 7th byte from the packet, the RSSI value.
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Figure 4.5: XBee data packet parsing.
4.2.2 XBee Configuration for Placement
To determine node placement, the Python script that performed Method 3 was mod-
ified and embedded inside of the script that measured RSSI values from the XBee
connected via USB. This was an identical test setup as used in the RSSI measurement
experiments, shown again here in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Test system diagram.
The script shown in Appendix A.1.6 parses the RSSI from the XBee, then runs
Method 3 on the set of received RSSI values to determine optimal placement. The
flowchart in Figure 4.7 shows the entire process. Each byte received by the XBee is
counted. The script checks each byte, and if the byte is the start byte of the data
packet, the counter is reset. When the counter indicates that the last received byte
is the RSSI value, the RSSI value is passed to the Method 3 portion of the script. If
the algorithm determines it is time to place a node, the script prints a message to
the screen of the laptop and exits. If the algorithm does not determine it is time to
place a node, the algorithm waits for another RSSI value.
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Figure 4.7: Flowchart of the XBee placement algorithm.
4.2.3 XBee Field Testing
The same XBee devices used to measure RSSI values while moving through an en-
vironment (Figure 4.3 were used to test Method 3 ’s effectiveness at node placement
in situ. The XBees did not enable data to be relayed once deployed, but functioned
well to demonstrate the RSSI measurement and deployment process.
The system was tested in an uncharacterized, outdoors environment. A trans-
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mitting XBee was setup at a fixed location, and a receiving XBee was configured to
receive packets from the transmitter. The receiving XBee was stationed on a mobile
cart and connected to a laptop. Figure 4.8 shows both of these setups next to each
other, with the fixed device on the left and the mobile device on the right.
Figure 4.8: XBees ready for field testing.
The laptop parsed RSSI values from XBee data packets and ran the Method 3
algorithm. The mobile cart was wheeled away from the stationary XBee until the
laptop script announced it was time to place a node. At that position, the GPS
location of the cart was recorded using a cell phone.
Since the XBees were not were not configured to act as a mesh network and thus
no data could pass through multiple repeaters, there was no need to place multiple
devices. When the algorithm determined it was time to place a node, the mobile cart
was held stationary and the transmitting XBee was moved to the location of the cart.
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From there, the script running on the laptop was restarted and the cart restarted
its motion away from the stationary XBee. This approach still demonstrated the
effectiveness of the placement algorithm on real hardware running live in an unknown
environment. As can be seen in Figure 4.9, the XBees were placed throughout the
environment with respect to signal strength, not physical distance.
Figure 4.9: XBee placement locations based on the algorithm.
4.3 WiFi-enabled Microcontrollers
Where the XBee devices used a proprietary data protocol to send data, devices that
use WiFi are all able to communicate with each other due to WiFi standards. One
such device, the ESP8266, is manufactured as an integrated circuit by the Chinese
company Espressif. The device has both WiFi hardware and a processor on the
silicon die, and can be purchased pre-soldered to a PCB with an antenna and support
circuitry for roughly $5 as a device called the NodeMCU. Due to the low price and
the availability of example code online, an effort was made to configure this device
(Figure 4.10) for this research.
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Figure 4.10: An ESP8266 development board, the NodeMCU.
The code in Appendix A.1.7 enabled the device to both connect to an existing
network and to host its own network. Unfortunately, the device does not support
IP packet handling. As such, a chain of ESP8266s was successfully created, with
each node connect to one node ahead of it and one node behind it (Figure 4.11),
but no entity in the network could see any entity other than its immediately closest
neighbor (Figure 4.12). There was no ‘network’, so to speak, just a collection of
devices connected point-to-point. This meant that any external, non-routing devices
such as cell phones and laptops could connect to any ESP8266 node in the chain, but
couldn’t see any other nodes or devices; they could only pass data to the ESP8266
they were directly connected to. The ‘X’ shown in the figure signifies the inability for
one device to pass a message to another device elsewhere in the chain.
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Figure 4.11: The initial goal for the ESP8266s.
Figure 4.12: The resulting findings for the ESP8266s.
While Method 3 could be converted from Python to C and implemented on the
ESP8266, no data would be able to pass without writing custom packet handling
software on each node. Each piece of data would have had to be sent to a single
ESP8266, and then that data would have to be resent to another node and so on
until it reached the destination node. Software to perform this data routing exists on
other devices, including the XBees, and so development efforts moved away from the
ESP8266 for this research.
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4.4 Portable WiFi Routers
WiFi is a ubiquitous technology found in many wireless communication devices. Once
a sufficient WiFi network is established, a laptop or modern cell phone can be con-
nected for demonstration purposes. For this research, multiple TP-Link MR3040
battery-powered WiFi routers (Figure 4.13) were used to create a network. They
have the benefit of being able to be configured as a single, interconnected network
that supports standard internet protocol (IP) packets, something none of the previous
devices supported without significant development efforts.
Figure 4.13: TP-Link MR3040 battery-powered WiFi router,=.
These devices come with default firmware from the manufacturer that enables the
MR3040 to be used as either an access point, a 3G hotspot, or as a PC WiFi adapter.
To support this research, the default firmware was replaced with OpenWrt which is
an open-source operating system based off of Linux. OpenWRT is designed to run on
embedded platforms with minimal computing resources, such as the MR3040’s ARM
processor. Thousands of addons are available for the OpenWrt platform [18], including
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some that support the unique routing protocols discussed in the next section.
4.4.1 Mesh Routing Configurations
This section covers prior work in the field of WiFi mesh networking. In a typical
household or commercial application, WiFi is configured as a star network with a
single access point coordinating data transfer between all connected users. If a user
is trying to directly pass data to another user connected to the same access point, the
WiFi router will route that data accordingly. If a user is trying to communicate to
a device outside of the immediate network, such as to another user on the Internet,
the router will pass that data to along as the destination address represents a remote
location [19]. If any given wireless user cannot communicate with the access point
directly, it will not be able to communicate with any other user, even if it is physically
in range of another connected user (Figure 4.14) due to the nature of the network
structure.
Figure 4.14: Users unable to directly reach the access point have no connection.
Figure 4.15 shows that mesh networks offer the ability for each device in the
system to be both the origin or destination of data, and to be able to pass data for
other devices. In the above example, if the star network topology is replaced with
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a mesh network, each device only needs to be able to reach at least one other node
in the connected system to be able to communicate with any and all nodes in the
system.
Figure 4.15: Mesh network with data packet routing [20]
Since each node is also acting as a relay for messages, the network can span a far
larger space than that of a single access point. The reliability of mesh networks can
also be higher than that of star networks, as the failure of any single device will not
disable the entire network. With a star network, if the device acting as an access
point fails, all the users connected to the that access point will lose communications.
With a mesh network, the system should reorganize itself and continue to function
without the failed device.
The software required to make a mesh network work reliably is non-trivial. There
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are multiple facets of its operation that have to be managed. The system as a whole
needs to know which devices are connected, how they are addressed, how data is
routed between them, and more. The methods used to implement mesh networking
operate on various layers of the networking stack, called the Open Systems Intercon-
nection (OSI). Some of the leading mesh network routing protocols include OSLR
(Optimized Link State Routing Protocol) [9] and BATMAN (Better Approach To
Mobile Adhoc Networking) [10]. Standards define the interfaces at each of these
layers (shown in Figure 4.16) and these mesh routing methods generally operate on
Layers 2 and 3.
Figure 4.16: The seven layers of OSI [21].
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OSLR passes custom “hello” messages to other nodes by using Layer 3, just like
other standard data packets. These messages are used to discover the nodes through-
out the network and assist in routing. Instead of every data packet being passed to
every single node as a way of guaranteeing the packet makes it to the destination node,
nodes individually calculate the optimal path to route the data packet through [9].
This increases routing efficiency when compared to the broad “flooding” technique,
but is still less efficient than a non-mesh system.
BATMAN was originally design to operate on Layer 3, but development moved
towards Layer 2 with the “advanced” name. This means that BATMAN passes both
routing data and user data directly with raw packets understood by the hardware.
Layer 3 then views the network as a single group of locally-connected nodes, with
BATMAN handling all the routing behind the scenes [10]. BATMAN spreads rout-
ing information out across all the nodes, with no single node containing all of the
information.
BATMAN has been ported to OpenWrt under the package name batman-adv [10].
Much time was spent trying to get BATMAN running on multiple MR3040s. The
most successful trial at configuring BATMAN to operate on MR3040s resulted in
nodes that, based on LED status, appeared to be connected to each other, yet no
outside device could connect to the network. This meant the devices were inaccessible
to a PC to modify the configuration. These devices had to be reset to factory defaults
to be able to use them again. Half a dozen BATMAN OpenWrt online configuration
tutorials were followed, with all attempts failing to successfully create a network
in support of this research. Without a true, functional mesh network, WDS was
explored.
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4.4.2 Wireless Distribution Service
Wireless Distribution Service (WDS) is a built-in IEEE 802.11 WiFi standard that
enables multiple access points to act as a single network despite themselves only being
wirelessly linked [11]. Compared to a true mesh network, each user is not acting as
a wireless repeater. Only the routers are acting as repeaters. This lack of user-based
mesh networking is not a concern for this research, as the relay nodes are providing the
wireless service, not the users. Since this research is evaluating the use of breadcrumb
repeaters, WDS is perfectly suited for the task. Each MR3040 acts as a breadcrumb
repeater which both connects to the existing network and enables additional repeaters
to connect to it. The device ends up extending the existing network for users in the
immediate vicinity, but the users themselves are not extending the network.
OpenWrt enables a device containing only a single wireless transceiver to both
connect to an existing access point as a client and to host an access point of its
own. This allows the single device to act as two devices: a client and an access
point. The client functionality and the access point functionality can be linked in
the OpenWrt software by placing them both on the “LAN” network. Unfortunately,
as can be seen in Figure 4.17, without WDS, all data packets downstream of a non-
WDS repeater appear as the repeater itself upstream. This configuration creates
a multi-tiered network instead of a single network where every device can directly
access every other device. Without WDS, each access point acts as the main router
for all subsequent devices, passing their remote packets of data to up the chain as if
they were their own packets of data. Thanks to WDS, packets are routed such that
each device has its own, correct address, as shown in Figure 4.17. This difference in
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structure can be seen by the IP addresses of the devices shown in the figure. Without
WDS, multiple groupings of addresses are created (1.x & 2.x), yet the system with
WDS enabled created only one grouping of addresses (1.x)
Figure 4.17: Tiered WiFi network without WDS (has addressing issues, shown left) vs with
WDS (no addressing issues, shown right).
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4.4.3 A Connected Network
Figure 4.18: WiFi network consisting of MR3040s.
The desired configuration of this network is shown in Figure 4.18. One router acts
like a normal WiFi access point (AP), with the addition of WDS enabled. The
remaining nodes act as both clients and access points with WDS enabled. Each node
has its own DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) disabled so that only
the master access point’s DHCP is assigning IP addresses to users as they connect
to the network. Each node has a unique static IP assigned to both eliminate IP
address conflicts and to make it easier to configure them. Access point names and
encryption settings are uniform across all nodes. Finally, each node’s wireless client
connection and access point broadcast are software connected through the internal
“LAN” network of OpenWrt. Any user connecting to the network can transparently
communicate with any other user on the network. The devices were configured as
shown in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Configuration of WiFi routers
Name IP Address Identity DCHP Enabled Access Point Client
Node1 192.168.1.1 Master Yes Hosting N/A
Node7 192.168.1.7 Breadcrumb No Hosting Connected
Node8 192.168.1.8 Breadcrumb No Hosting Connected
Node9 192.168.1.9 Breadcrumb No Hosting Connected
NodeX 192.168.1.X Breadcrumb No Hosting Connected
4.4.4 Implementation of Method 3 in Hardware
To fully test the implementation of the Method 3 placement algorithm in situ, it
needed to be running live on real hardware. From the start of this research, all code
was developed in Python with the expectation that Python could be installed on the
Linux operation system running on the WiFi routers. Unfortunately the MR3040
only has 4 MB of flash memory, making it difficult to install large sets of software.
While there does exist a trimmed-down version of Python that has been successfully
installed on MR3040s before, it seemed prudent to make use of the existing shell
scripting language built into nearly every version of Linux.
The placement algorithm needed a few interfaces to the outside world. Primar-
ily, the script needed a way to read the RSSI from other nodes. Additionally, the
script needed a way to signal to the user that the node should be placed. The Unix
shell scripting language is quite basic in comparison to languages like C, never mind
high-level languages such as Python, but the scripting tool afforded just enough ca-
pabilities to implement Method 3. Techniques used to overcome these shortcomings
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are discussed later.
OpenWrt generates a list of associated wireless stations that are connected to it.
Each station in this list also has its RSSI value. This list is visible in the graphic
user interface (GUI) that can be accessed through a standard browser. Having the
shell script log into this interface and parse the on-screen information was an option,
but a very convoluted and complex option. OpenWrt also stores this list in the Linux
file system. Some shell commands bundled into a single line of demonstration code
found online were able to pull out the RSSI value of the top-most associated wireless
station [22]. This code is shown below.
1 rssi=`cat /proc/net/wireless | awk 'NR==3 \{print 100*\$4\}' | sed 's/\.//'`"
In the above line of code, “cat” outputs the contents of the file at “/proc/net/wire-
less”. The command “awk” parses the file, where “NR=3” grabs the third line of the
file, and “$4” is the 4th word in that line. Finally, “sed” simply deletes all text prior
to the word of interest, or in this case, the RSSI value.
Figure 4.19 shows the names for each of the LEDs on the front of the MR3040.
These LEDs default to displaying typical router information. There is a power LED,
an ethernet activity LED, a WiFi activity LED, and a 3G LED. No 3G modems
were used in this research, so that LED was available for use without losing the
functionality of the other LEDs. OpenWrt manages the illumination of the LEDs via
internal, configurable triggers by hosting artificial files in the file system. While a
variety of modes are supported to control the LEDs, simply Writing a 1 or a 0 to the
“brightness” file inside the appropriate LED folder will turn the LED on or off.
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Figure 4.19: LEDs of the MR3040 labeled with their control names.
As discussed in Chapter 3, Method 3 both works well at estimating an optimal
node placement time and also has relatively minimal computational loads. Its reduced
complexity of computations was one of the major reasons it was chosen for imple-
mentation on hardware. That being said, the Unix shell scripting language does not
support floating-point numbers being stored in variables. While there was no clean
solution that would support the geometric rolling average of RSSI values, multiple
external programs were tested to see if the shell script could call on one to do the
calculation. In the end, the cleanest implementation was to move the decimal point
of the RSSI two places by multiplying by 100. Then, the threshold simply had to be
modified in the same manner. This can be seen in Appendix A.1.8. The pseudocode
for this modified method is shown here.
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0 ≤ D ≤ 1000
rfAvgk = ((1−D) ∗ rfAvgk−1 +D ∗ 100 ∗ RSSIk)/1000
If rfAvgk < 100 ∗ trigThresh, place node
The placement trigger threshold had to be set to a reasonable value that enables
communications to take place at a reasonable rate, without requiring repeaters be
placed too often. Figure 4.20 shows the sensitivity of wireless transceiver in the
MR3040. Received power is related to both maximum data rates and packet error
rate. Because of this information, the trigger threshold was set to -70 dBm.
Figure 4.20: MR3040 Receiver Sensitivity.
The resulting device is a battery-powered node that connects to existing bread-
crumbs, acts as a WiFi repeater itself, and indicates to the user via LED where it
should be placed relative to its nearest neighbor. The resulting flowchart for the
code running on the router is shown in Figure 4.21. The code can be found in Ap-
pendix A.1.8.
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Figure 4.21: Flowchart of Method 3 software running on the MR3040.
4.4.5 Field Testing
The system (seen in Figure 4.22) was tested in an uncharacterized, outdoor environ-
ment. A base access point was setup at a fixed location, and all of the repeater nodes
were configured to connect to and extend that network. All additional routers were
placed on a mobile cart and remained powered off. The below figure shows the initial
setup before the experiment began.
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Figure 4.22: WiFi routers ready to be placed.
A new router was switched on, placed on the cart, and the wheeled away from the
stationary router until the LED on the new router announced it was time to place a
node. At that time, the GPS location of the cart was recorded using a cell phone.
The router was moved from the cart to a tripod, a new router was switched on, and
the process repeated. As can be seen in Figure 4.23, the WiFi routers were placed
throughout the environment with respect to signal strength, not physical distance.
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Figure 4.23: WiFi placement locations based on the algorithm.
Once the supply of routers had been exhausted, a laptop was connected to the
network in the middle end of the chain (point “A” in the figure). The laptop then
hosted a basic HTML page. At the other end of the chain (point “B” in the figure),
a cell phone was connected to the network. Its web browser was directed to the
IP address of the laptop to verify that all devices on the network could directly
communicate with each other. Figure 4.24 shows the page hosted by the laptop
appearing on the phone. The laptop and the phone were moved to a variety of
locations in the network to ensure connectivity.
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Figure 4.24: Screenshot of a phone’s browser connected to a laptop elsewhere on the network.
4.5 Conclusion
As shown in this chapter, the node-placement algorithms developed for this research
are not only effective at determining when a relay node should be placed, but they
can be utilized on multiple pieces of hardware. XBees were used for their wireless
capabilities and ease of measuring RSSI values. The algorithm was demonstrated
by using the XBees as the wireless measurement devices. Additionally, WiFi routers
were re-purposed to act as repeater nodes that knew when they should be placed
based on this research.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
5.1 Contributions
The goal of this work was to develop a system that would place a static wireless
repeater node immediately before it loses signal to its nearest neighbor. This process
needed to happen without the interference of the user; i.e., the user should not need
to interrupt their task at hand to backtrack and place a node. This work had four
major contributions.
• First, new methods to determine the “best last” location to place a relay node
in order to maintain a communication link in an unknown environment were
developed. To determine the location, a channel model was developed in real-
time by processing RSSI data. These results were developed and presented in
Chapter 3.
• Second, and also presented in Chapter 3, the four proposed methods were tested
with both simulated RSSI data and field-collected data. The test results showed
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that methods involving rolling averages and modeling the channel work far
better than methods that simply trigger when a threshold is crossed.
• Third, one algorithm was implemented on a hardware platform to demonstrate
the effectiveness and usability of a system employing this research’s findings.
XBee radios were used to quickly show that the algorithm developed can be
used to determine effective locations for repeater node placement based solely
on the RSSI values. These results are presented in Chapter 4.
• Finally, battery-powered WiFi routers were configured to run the algorithm.
Non-standard router firmware was configured to make the routers function as
WiFi repeaters. Custom software running on the routers interfaced with the
WiFi software to measure RSSI values and determine when to place the repeater
node. As discussed in Chapter 4, when a user moves through the environment,
the routers illuminates an LED to indicate it should be placed at that point
in time. It was demonstrated that multiple routers could be placed resulting
in a string of routers forming a single network which users could connect to at
any physical point. The resulting network can enable any connected user to
seamlessly communicate with any other user in the network.
The contributions of this work were multifaceted, ranging from simulations to field
experiments with wireless hardware devices. Algorithms were developed, tested, and




Future work for this project can be broken up into multiple tasks. The primary task
would be to further evaluate and optimize the algorithms developed in this research.
Larger, more diverse sets of real-world data could be fed into the algorithms for
testing purposes, as well as simulating different channel models. The results from
that endeavor would be used to develop new, more precise and flexible algorithms.
Additionally, the WiFi routers should be configured to operate with true mesh
networking capabilities, likely utilizing the BATMAN routing protocol. This would
enable data packet routing to happen without the coordination of the main access
point. BATMAN also would enable a subset of the network to leave the general area
of the main network and form their own, independent network. BATMAN would
make the system more robust, more flexible, and more adaptive.
A system could be implemented which could allow multiple relay nodes to be
carried by a robotic vehicle. A mechanism to place said nodes autonomously could
be developed, such that the node would indicate to the mechanism that it needs to
be placed. The nodes would self-deploy off of the vehicle to maintain communica-
tions without the robotic vehicle having to concern itself with placement of wireless
repeater nodes. The work has implications not only for robotic exploration but also
in bolstering ad hoc networks being utilized by first responders.
Finally, the robotic node placement mechanism could be modified to be carried by
a first responder. The device would need to be sufficiently compact and ergonomic,
but it is completely feasible to construct a mechanism that attaches to the air pack
that fire fighters wear into burning buildings. Such nodes would be battery powered
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and support on-scene emergency communications once placed. Instead of the usual
voice communications that the majority of emergency responders rely on, additional
high-data-rate communications could be employed. Responders could wear WiFi-
enabled cameras that could stream live video back to the incident command center,
aiding in the incident command’s ability to analyze and adapt to the emergency on-
the-fly. Additional information, such as temperature and thermal images could also be
transmitted back to the commander, as well as vital signs such as body temperature
and heart rate. If displayed cleanly, this detailed information could be lifesaving.
5.3 Concluding Remarks
Society is highly reliant on instantaneous, wireless communications for nearly all
aspects of life. Yet there are certain scenarios where working communications can be
more than just important; they can be mission-critical. Exploratory missions on other
planets, for example, completely fail if the communications network fails. Without
communications, none of the results of the research being conducted on another planet
can be received, and thus a multi-billion dollar exploratory robot becomes a relic to
be discovered by future generations. Here on Earth, certain populations of society,
such as police, fire fighters, first responders, military personnel, etc rely so heavily on
communications that if their ability to communicate with each other ceases, people
can die.
The majority of the applications that require constant, established communica-
tions operate in environments where there is no established communication infras-
tructure. Landing troops in a foreign country? There may be infrastructure for
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communications, but you are not going to want to use it and you especially are not
going to want to rely on it. Heading into a burning building? Better bring your own
communications gear, as the buildings existing communications equipment surely is
not operational. Dropping some robots on a foreign planet? There are not even going
to be roads there, never mind pre-established communications. Flying into a coun-
try devastated by the latest massive earthquake or tsunami? The infrastructure was
likely there a few days prior to your arrival, but the communications systems will be
restored after power and running water are working again.
All of these scenarios involve multiple entities moving into unknown environments
and needing to bring their own communications gear. For some, simple hand-held,
voice-only, half-duplex radios work sufficiently, but many times where more than just
voice communications is needed. Additionally, some users may wish to move away
from the other nodes. In a simple point-to-multipoint walkie talkie scenario, once
the two furthest users are out of range from each other, they can no longer directly
pass information back and forth. Wireless repeater nodes can work well to extend
coverage, but determining when and where to place them can be a complicated task.
This research has offered a few methods for determining optimal placement, and
created a system to demonstrate one such method.
This work has the ability to positively impact a variety of industries by helping to





This section includes all of the code written for this thesis.
A.1.1 RSSI Data Generation
This section includes all the Python code used to simulate an environment. It was
referenced in Section 3.6.1.



















19 def generateDistance(points, totalDist, randomize, smooth):
20 step = totalDist/points # required step if purely linear
21 data = [1] # setup the list, make first element 0
22 if randomize>0: # if adding in a little random noise
23 points = points + smooth*2-1-(smooth>0) # adjust length for smoothing
24 for x in range(points): # step through every index
25 # calculated next step based on previous + random distribution
26 data.append(data[x]+step+np.random.normal(scale=step*randomize))
27 if data[x+1]<1: # if the number is less than 0
28 data[x+1]=1 # make it 0
29 if smooth>0: # if using smoothing
30 data = smoothListGaussian(data,smooth) # smooth the data
31 # smoothing can cause an offset at data[0], so adjust without
32 # allowing any of the values be <0 (non-perfect implementation)
33 data = np.subtract(data,np.min(data)-1)
34 else:
35 data = np.arange(1,totalDist,step) # if no random, just do it linearly
36 return data
37







2 import numpy as np
3 import dist
4 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
5 import scipy.stats
6
7 # log normal shadowing model
8 refDistLoss = -38
9 def model1(distance, frequency, pathlossCoeff, slowFadeGaussSigma):
10 rssi = []
11 for x in range(1,np.size(distance)):






16 #test1 = -scipy.stats.rice.rvs(b=1, scale=10, size=1000)
17 #test1.sort()
18 #testMed = np.median(test1)
19
20 # Compute the CDF
21 #CY = -1/np.cumsum(test1)
22
23 # Plot both
24 #plt.semilogy(CY)
25
26 # ricean fading
27 def model2(distance, frequency, pathlossCoeff, ricean_k):
28 rssi = []






34 #def firstMin(rssi, threshold):
35 # x=0
36 # try:
37 # while rssi[x] > threshold:
38 # x +=1
39 # except:
40 # x=x
41 # return x
42
43 def firstMin(rssi, threshold):
44 first = np.size(rssi)
45 for x in range(np.size(rssi)):
46 if (rssi[x-1]<threshold) & (rssi[x]<threshold):
47 if (x-1)<first:
48 first = x-2
49 return first
50
51 #def lastMin(rssi, threshold):
52 # x=np.size(rssi)-1
53 # while rssi[x] < threshold:
54 # x -=1
55 # return x
56
57 #def lastMin(rssi, threshold):
58 # last = np.size(rssi)
59 # for x in range(np.size(rssi)):
60 # if (rssi[x-1]>threshold)&(rssi[x]<threshold):
61 # last = x
62 # return last
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64 def lastMin(rssi, threshold):
65 last = np.size(rssi)
66 for x in range(np.size(rssi)):
67 if (rssi[x]>threshold):
68 last = x
69 return last
70
71 #listDistRSSI2 = np.zeros((999,2))
72
73 if 1:
74 dist = dist.generateDistance(13000,2,0,0)
75 out = model1(dist,2400000,1,3)
76
77 #listDistRSSI2[:,0] = dist[0:999]
78 #listDistRSSI2[:,1] = np.negative(out)
79 first = firstMin(out,-60)
80 last = lastMin(out,-60)
81
82 outFile = open("test2.txt",'w') # open writing file
83 for n in range(len(out)):
84 try:
























109 #print('%f %f %f %f',out[first],out[last]],dist[first],dist[last]])
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A.1.2 Algorithm Testing
This section includes the Python code used to test all the algorithms. It was referenced
in Section 3.6.1.
1 import csv
2 import numpy as np
3 import simModel
4 import dist
5 from scipy import stats
6 #from scipy import optimize
7 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
8 import tkinter as tk
9 from tkinter.filedialog import askopenfilename
10
11 ###### METHOD FUNCTIONS ######
12
13 # Method 1: first time see the threshold, drop a node
14 def method1(rssi, threshold):
15 timeDropped = 0;
16
17 for x in range(np.size(rssi)):
18 if ( (rssi[x]<threshold) & (timeDropped==0) ):





24 # Method 2: average linearlize estimate of when the threshold will be crossed,
↪→ then drop
25 def method2(rssi, threshold):
26 timeDropped = 0;
27 runAvg = [0];
28 avgingVal = .1;
29 slopingLen = 10;
30 slopes = [];
31 estTimeDrop = [0]
32 estTimeAvgVal = .1;
33
34 for x in range(np.size(rssi)):
35 if runAvg[0]==0: # get averaging faster
36 runAvg[0] = rssi[x]
37 runAvg.append((1-avgingVal)*runAvg[x]+avgingVal*rssi[x])
38 if x > slopingLen:
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41 estimateTimeDrop = (rxLimit-runAvg[x])/slope + x
42 if (estimateTimeDrop<0):
43 estimateTimeDrop = np.size(rssi)
44 if estTimeDrop[0]==0: # first pass through
45 estTimeDrop = [estimateTimeDrop]*(slopingLen+2)
46 estTimeDrop.append( (1-estTimeAvgVal)*estTimeDrop[x]+estTimeAvgVal*
↪→ estimateTimeDrop )
47 if ( (x>estTimeDrop[x+1]) & (timeDropped==0) ):
48 timeDropped = x
49
50 if x == 100:
51 m2Test1 = estimateTimeDrop
52 m2Test2 = slope
53 m2Test3 = intercept
54
55 return timeDropped, estTimeDrop, m2Test1, m2Test2, m2Test3
56
57
58 # Method 3: rolling average cross threshold, drop
59 def method3(rssi, threshold):
60 timeDropped = 0;
61 runAvg = [0]
62 avgingVal = .07
63
64 for x in range(np.size(rssi)):
65 runAvg.append((1-avgingVal)*runAvg[x]+avgingVal*rssi[x])
66 if ( (runAvg[x]<threshold) & (timeDropped==0) ):
67 timeDropped = x
68
69 return timeDropped, runAvg
70
71
72 # Method 4: build model of the environment, statistics about future, drop
73 def method4(rssi, threshold):
74 timeDropped = 0;
75 windowSize = 100;
76 xPrct = [0] * (windowSize+2)
77 nVals = []
78 nValsAvg = [0]
79 nValsAvgVal = .05
80 sigVals = [0]
81 sigValsAvg = [0]
82 sigValsAvgVal = .05
83 listDistRSSI = np.zeros((windowSize,2))
80
84 d2 = []
85 listDistRSSI2 = np.zeros((np.size(rssi),2))
86 runAvg = [0]
87 avgingVal = .07
88
89 for x in range(np.size(rssi)):
90
91 skip = 2
92 if x > skip:
93 listDistRSSI2[0:x,0] = 10*np.log10(dists[0:x]) # log of distances
94 listDistRSSI2[0:x,1] = np.negative(rssi[0:x])
95 listDistRSSI2[listDistRSSI2[:,0].argsort()] # sort by distance
96 slope, intercept, r_value, p_value, std_err = stats.linregress(
↪→ listDistRSSI2[0:x,0],listDistRSSI2[0:x,1])
97
98 nCalcd = slope/2
99 nVals.append(nCalcd)
100 if nValsAvg[0]==0: # get averaging faster
101 nValsAvg[0] = nCalcd
102 nValsAvg.append((1-nValsAvgVal)*nValsAvg[x-1-skip] + nValsAvgVal*
↪→ nCalcd)
103
104 if x > windowSize:
105 listDistRSSI[:,0] = 10*np.log10(dists[x-windowSize:x]) # log of
↪→ distances
106 listDistRSSI[:,1] = np.negative(rssi[x-windowSize:x])
107 listDistRSSI[listDistRSSI[:,0].argsort()] # sort by distance
108
109 # normRSSI = rssi[x-windowSize:x]+nCalcd*dists[x-windowSize:x]-
↪→ intercept
110 # temp1 = np.sort(normRSSI)
111 # temp1 = temp1-np.median(temp1)







118 # def func(x, a, b, c):
119 # return (np.log(c+x)-np.log(a+(b*x)))
120 #









127 logY = np.log(listDistRSSI[:,1])
128 slopeBeta, interceptAlpha, r_value, p_value, std_err = stats.
↪→ linregress(listDistRSSI[:,0],logY)
129 b = np.exp(interceptAlpha)
130 m = np.exp(slopeBeta)
131 fitVals = b * m**listDistRSSI[:,0]
132
133 d2 = (listDistRSSI[:,1]-fitVals)**2
134 sigCalcd = np.sqrt(sum(d2)/windowSize)
135 sigVals.append(sigCalcd)
136 if sigValsAvg[0]==0: # get averaging faster






142 if ( ( (runAvg[x]-3*sigVals[x-100]) < (threshold-10) ) & (
↪→ timeDropped==0) ):
143 timeDropped = x
144
145 # if ( ( (rssi[x]+xPrct[x+1]/scaleFactor)<threshold) & (timeDropped==0) )
↪→ :
146 # timeDropped = x
147
148 return timeDropped, xPrct, nVals, nValsAvg, sigVals, sigValsAvg,
↪→ listDistRSSI
149







157 m1TimeList = np.zeros((loopCnt,threshSteps))
158 m2TimeList = np.zeros((loopCnt,threshSteps))
159 m3TimeList = np.zeros((loopCnt,threshSteps))
160 m4TimeList = np.zeros((loopCnt,threshSteps))
161 # m1TimeList = list()
162 # m2TimeList = list()
163 # m3TimeList = list()
164 # m4TimeList = list()
165 m1TimeAvg = list()
166 m2TimeAvg = list()
167 m3TimeAvg = list()
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168 m4TimeAvg = list()
169 mOver = np.zeros((threshSteps,4))
170 lastTimeList = list()
171 for j in range(0,loopCnt):
172 dists = list()
173 rfData = list()
174 dists = dist.generateDistance(600,20,3,15)
175 rfData = simModel.model1(dists,2400000000,1.5,3)
176 rfData = np.subtract(rfData,2)
177
178 rxLimit = -75
179 avgAround = 3
180
181 for k in range(0,threshSteps):
182
183 m1Time = method1(rfData,rxLimit)
184 (m2Time,estTimeDrop, m2Test1, m2Test2, m2Test3) = method2(rfData,
↪→ rxLimit)
185 (m3Time,m3avg) = method3(rfData,rxLimit)
186 (m4Time,xPrct,m4nVals,m4nValsAvg,m4sigVals,m4sigValsAvg,
↪→ listDistRSSI) = method4(rfData,rxLimit)
187
188 lastTime = simModel.firstMin(rfData,-85)
189 m1Diff = lastTime-m1Time
190 m2Diff = lastTime-m2Time
191 m3Diff = lastTime-m3Time
192 m4Diff = lastTime-m4Time
193
194 if m1Diff > 0:
195 m1TimeList[j,k] = m1Diff
196 else:
197 mOver[k,0] = mOver[k,0] + 1
198
199 if m2Diff > 0:
200 m2TimeList[j,k] = m1Diff
201 else:
202 mOver[k,1] = mOver[k,1] + 1
203
204 if m3Diff > 0:
205 m3TimeList[j,k] = m1Diff
206 else:
207 mOver[k,2] = mOver[k,2] + 1
208
209 if m4Diff > 0:
210 m4TimeList[j,k] = m1Diff
211 else:











222 # m1TimeList = list()
223 # m2TimeList = list()
224 # m3TimeList = list()
225 # m4TimeList = list()
226
227 m1TimeAvg = np.mean(m1TimeList,axis=0)
228 m2TimeAvg = np.mean(m2TimeList,axis=0)
229 m3TimeAvg = np.mean(m3TimeList,axis=0)











241 plt.xlabel('Trigger threshold (-dBm)')
242 plt.ylabel('Timesteps node was placed before final last')







250 plt.xlabel('Trigger threshold (-dBm)')
251 plt.ylabel('Percentage of times placement was too late')
252 plt.legend(['Method 1','Method 2','Method 3','Method 4'],loc="upper left")
253
254 else:
255 ###### Setup input data ######
256 plt.close('all')
257 dists = list()





262 print("Pick the data file")
263 root = tk.Tk()
264 root.withdraw()
265 dataFileName = askopenfilename()
266
267 with open(dataFileName,'r') as csvfile:
268 rfFile = csv.DictReader(csvfile, delimiter=',', quotechar='"')





274 dists = dist.generateDistance(600,20,3,15)
275 rfData = simModel.model1(dists,2400000000,1.5,3)
276
277 dists = dists
278 rfData = np.subtract(rfData,2)
279
280 ###### Run the simulation ######
281 rxLimit = -85
282 avgAround = 3
283
284 m1Time = method1(rfData,rxLimit)
285 m1Dist = dists[m1Time]
286 m1RSSI = rfData[m1Time]
287 m1RSSIavg = np.average([rfData[m1Time-avgAround:m1Time+avgAround]])
288 (m2Time,estTimeDrop, m2Test1, m2Test2, m2Test3) = method2(rfData,rxLimit)
289 m2Dist = dists[m2Time]
290 m2RSSI = rfData[m2Time]
291 m2RSSIavg = np.average([rfData[m2Time-avgAround:m2Time+avgAround]])
292 (m3Time,m3avg) = method3(rfData,rxLimit)
293 m3Dist = dists[m3Time]
294 m3RSSI = rfData[m3Time]
295 m3RSSIavg = np.average([rfData[m3Time-avgAround:m3Time+avgAround]])
296 (m4Time,xPrct,m4nVals,m4nValsAvg,m4sigVals,m4sigValsAvg, listDistRSSI) =
↪→ method4(rfData,rxLimit)
297 m4Dist = dists[m4Time]
298 m4RSSI = rfData[m4Time]
299 m4RSSIavg = np.average([rfData[m4Time-avgAround:m4Time+avgAround]])
300

































































































































































457 plt.text(5,rxLimit-10,"RF Receiver Limit")
458





















480 # if real:
481 # nSkip = 90
482 # plt.xlabel('time (seconds)')
483 # plt.ylabel('sigma (dB)')
484 # else:





490 # plt.ylabel('n & sigma (dB)')
491 # plt.plot(m4sigVals,'g')
492 # plt.xlim([0,500])
493 # yMin = np.floor(np.minimum(min(m4nVals[nSkip:500]),min(m4sigVals[0:500])))




498 # plt.arrow(10,1.5,425-20-10,0,fc="k",ec="k",head_width=.2, head_length=20)
499 # plt.arrow(400,1.5,-400+20,0,fc="k",ec="k",head_width=.2, head_length=20)
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500 # plt.arrow(600,1.5,-175+20,0,fc="k",ec="k",head_width=.2, head_length=20)
















517 # plt.text(5,rxLimit,"Trigger Threshold")
518 # plt.text(5,rxLimit-5,"Safe Threshold")
519 # plt.text(5,rxLimit-10,"RF Receiver Limit")
520 # plt.plot([m2Test1],[rxLimit],'go')
521 # plt.arrow(100,m3avg[100]+19,0,-10,fc="k",ec="k",head_width=15, head_length=
↪→ 4)
522 # plt.text(100-50,m3avg[100]+20,"current time")
523 # plt.arrow(m2Test1+1,-60+14,0,-10,fc="k",ec="k",head_width=15, head_length=4
↪→ )
524 # plt.text(m2Test1-90,-60+15,"place time estimate")
525 #




530 # if real:








A.1.3 RSSI Data from XBees
This section includes the Python code running on a laptop parsing the code from the




4 print("it's currently",time.strftime('%Y.%m.%d.%H%M%S')) # print time





9 index = 0
10
11 ser = serial.Serial(j, 9600)
12 try:
13 while 1:
14 byteIn = ser.read(1)
15 #print(byteIn)
16 byteIn = str(byteIn)[2:][:-1]
17 #print(byteIn)
18 index += 1
19 if byteIn=='~':
20 index = 0
21 if index == 6:
22 try:




27 timeNow = time.strftime('%Y.%m.%d.%H%M%S')




32 print("closing serial port")
33 ser.close()
34 outputFile.close()
35 print("and we're done.")
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A.1.4 XBee Broadcasting Pings
This C code ran on an Arduino Uno connected to an XBee to generate broadcast
pings for RSSI data collection. It was referenced in Section 4.2.1.
1 uint8_t bytesToSend [17] = {
2 0x7E, 0x00, 0x0D, 0x00, 0x01, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0xFF, 0xFF,
↪→ 0x01, 0x48, 0x69, 0x4E
3 };
4






11 void loop() {








A.1.5 Parsing GPS Data
This Python code parsed the GPS data and correlated it to the RSSI data. It was
referenced in Section 4.2.1.
1 import csv
2 from geopy.distance import vincenty
3 import tkinter as tk
4 from tkinter.filedialog import askopenfilename
5 from datetime import datetime#, timedelta
6 from dateutil import tz
7
8 from_zone = tz.tzutc()
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9 to_zone = tz.tzlocal()
10
11 numGPStoAvg = 15
12 startLat = 0
13 startLon = 0
14 rfTimes = list()
15 rfData = list()
16 rfDist = list()
17 gpsTimes = list()
18 gpsDist = list()
19
20 print("Pick the GPS file")
21 root = tk.Tk()
22 root.withdraw()
23 gpsFileName = askopenfilename()
24 print("Pick the RF file")
25 rfFileName = askopenfilename()
26
27 outFile = open("out."+rfFileName[-21:-4]+'.txt','w') # open writing file
28
29 with open(rfFileName,'r') as csvfile:
30 rfFile = csv.DictReader(csvfile, delimiter=',', quotechar='"')






36 with open(gpsFileName,'r') as csvfile:
37 gpsFile = csv.DictReader(csvfile, delimiter=',', quotechar='"')
38 numGPStoAvgCount = 0
39 for row in gpsFile:
40 if numGPStoAvgCount < numGPStoAvg:
41 startLat = startLat + float(row['lat'])/numGPStoAvg
42 startLon = startLon + float(row['lon'])/numGPStoAvg












51 for n in range(len(rfTimes)):
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52 when = min(gpsTimes, key=lambda x:abs(x-rfTimes[n]))
53 loc = gpsTimes.index(when)
54 print(loc)
55 # try:
56 # when = gpsTimes.index(rfTimes[n])
57 rfDist.append(gpsDist[loc])
58
59 for n in range(len(rfTimes)):
60 try:
61 outFile.write('"' + rfTimes[n].strftime('%Y.%m.%d.%H%M%S') + '","' + str





A.1.6 XBee Node Placement
This section includes the Python code running on a laptop parsing the code from the
XBee and determining when to place a node. It was referenced in Section 4.2.2.




5 print("it's currently",time.strftime('%Y.%m.%d.%H%M%S')) # print time




9 j=3 # COM5 = 4
10 index = 0
11 threshold = 80
12
13 timeDropped = 0;
14 runAvg = [0]
15 avgingVal = .07
16 x=-1
17





22 byteIn = ser.read(1)
23 byteIn = str(byteIn)[2:][:-1]
24 index += 1
25 if byteIn=='~':
26 index = 0
27 if index == 6:
28 try:
29 rssi = ord(byteIn)
30 x = x + 1
31 runAvg.append((1-avgingVal)*runAvg[x]+avgingVal*rssi)
32 if ( (runAvg[x]>threshold) & (timeDropped==0) ):
33 timeDropped = x
34 print("PLACE A NODE!")






41 timeNow = time.strftime('%Y.%m.%d.%H%M%S')




46 print("closing serial port")
47 ser.close()
48 outputFile.close()




This C code ran on the ESP8266s to attempt to create a fully-connected network. It




4 // This code based off of some of the example code provided inside the Arduino
↪→ IDE for setting up and hosting WiFi networks on the ESP8266.
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56 const char* ssid = "testNetwork";
7 const char* password = "superSecure";
8
9 const char* newssid = "testNetwork";
10 const char* newpassword = "superSecure";
11
12 const char* host = "data.sparkfun.com";
13
14 // Update these with values suitable for your network.
15 IPAddress ip(192, 168, 4, 11); //Node static IP
16 IPAddress gateway(192, 168, 1, 1);




21 int count = 0;
22




27 // set both access point and station
28 WiFi.mode(WIFI_AP_STA);
29 Serial.print("Connecting to ");
30 Serial.println(ssid);


















49 Serial.print("Connected to: ");
50 Serial.print(WiFi.SSID());





55 void loop(void) {
56 server.handleClient();
57 }
A.1.8 WiFi Node Placement
This section includes the Shell script running on the routers that determines when to
place a node. It was referenced in Section 4.4.4.
1 #!/bin/test
2
3 Led_State() { # {func} LED 1/0
4 echo $2 > /sys/class/leds/$1/brightness
5 }
6 calc() { awk "BEGIN{print $*}"; }
7
8 AVLEDS=`ls /sys/class/leds`
9 ELED=`ls /sys/class/leds|grep -wo -m1 "$1"`
10 OLD_STRENGTH=-1
11
12 #HELP & SETUP
13 ledName=$1
14 if [ "$#" -ne 1 ] || [ "$ELED" != "$1" ]; then
15 # printf "\nUSAGE:
16 # m3V01.sh <led name>
17 # \navailable leds:\n$AVLEDS
18 # \n\nSince no LED chosen, defaulting to tp-link:green:3g\n"
19 ledName='tp-link:green:3g'
20 # exit 255
21 fi
22











33 while true ; do
34 rssi=`cat /proc/net/wireless | awk 'NR==3 {print 100*$4}' | sed 's/\.//'`
35 runAvg=$(($avgValInv*$runAvg+$avgingVal*$rssi))
36 runAvg=$(($runAvg/1000))
37 echo RSSI: $rssi runAvg: $runAvg
38 if [ "$runAvg" -lt "$threshold" ]; then
39 Led_State $ledName 1
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